
ATTITUDES TOWARD TECHNOLOGY IN HUXLEYS BRAVE NEW WORLD

AND THE MODERN WORLD

Attitudes Toward Technology in Brave New World and the Modern World The people of Aldous Huxley's novel Brave
New World have rejected nature; their.

The camera's eye then moves through a north window into the cold Fertilizing Room, and focuses on someone
you know is a very important person from the way he speaks. You may find the Director and his Hatchery
strange, but you probably know how the students feel as they try to note everything the Director says, even his
opening remark, "Begin at the beginning. They were asserting their own values and showing that their ideas of
community, identity, and stability were the opposite of the world controllers'. As her son, he, too, was an
outsider- barred from marrying the Indian girl he loved and from being initiated into the tribe. This feeling is
satisfying. The Savage blames them for doing things too easily, for avoiding problems and not facing them.
Holidays are frequent; music and TV ubiquitous. He likes to think he's different from his fellows, but he also
wants to be accepted or, better, looked up to. After the Controller repeats the Director's lessons about the need
for stability and population control, he adds something new- the elimination of emotions, particularly painful
emotions. In the past era, people thought that science could develop with regard of everything else, because
the important thing was the knowledge that the human being could achieve. Another is the "feelies," movies
that reach your sense of touch as well as your sight and hearing. The participants all go into a religious frenzy-
except for Bernard, who doesn't really feel the ecstasy, but pretends to. Huxley's Utopia is built on this idea.
And nope, we don't source our examples from our editing service! Huxley has made plain throughout the book
that he doesn't like the promiscuity of the brave new world. In scene one, Lenina and Henry return from their
Obstacle Golf game. He's odd in his desires but not in his behavior. Some parts of the earth, however, are
allowed to remain as they were before the World State came to power. Biological or physiological
conditioning consists of adding chemicals or spinning the bottles to prepare the embryos for the levels of
strength, intelligence, and aptitude required for given jobs. Huxley makes a little joke at the expense of people
who claim to recognize genius but really know no more about it than a sleeping child who can't speak the
language it's expressed in. Though toward the end of his career he wrote a nonsatiric novel of a good Utopia,
Island. The other is Lenina Crowne, one of only two women who are important in the story. The next day
Bernard finds that even he, like Henry Foster, can think of Lenina as a piece of meat. This makes it hard for
him to deal with members of lower castes, who are as small as he is, but by design. He is good-natured and
dedicated to his work, and extremely intelligent; he understands people and ideas that are different, which
most Utopians cannot do.


